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An artist from land-locked South Yorkshire ﬁnds inspiration
from the sea for her carvings. Ian Soutar reports

GOinG OUT
ShOWS OF Week

THERE should surely be a little
of what you fancy for everyone
around Tudor Square, Shefﬁeld’s
Theatreland, over the festive season. All the family can enjoy the
Lyceum panto, Sleeping Beauty,
with panto Dame Damian Williams
(pictured) leading Sid Sloane and
Margi Clarke astray, while the
Crucible is offering more adult
musical entertainment in Stephen
Sondheim’s Company which has
been earning a veritable galaxy
of stars from the national critics.
For the very young there’s the
magical Hare and Tortoise in the
Crucible Studio.
lSee pages 22 & 23

TOp exhibiTiOn

Sue Evans describes her exhibits as toys for adults and most of the pieces are made from driftwood.
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Wood works for Sue

W

OODWOrker Sue evans
produces colourful and quirky
carved animals and objects that
not only look look nice, some of them
move. A boat’s sails ripple, a bird pecks,
a cat raises its paws.
Currently on view in the Christmas
Crackers exhibition in the Millennium
Gallery is a selection of the Thurgoland
artist’s work and they are described as
toys, which perhaps gives a misleading
impression.
She is a member of the British Toymakers Guild but says: “I see myself as
an automata maker and wood carver.
They are really toys for adults but if I say
that it has a different connotation.
“Most of the pieces here are made from
driftwood,” she explains.
“I live not far from Langsett reservoir and often ﬁnd pieces there but I’ve
used driftwood from as far away as New
Zealand and friends are always keeping
an eye out for me and bringing bits back
from places like West Africa.
“I once ﬁlled a whole suitcase with
driftwood and fortunately wasn’t asked

to open it by customs. I will get up in the
early morning and head for Spurn Point
(near Bridlington) and another favourite
spot is Spittal near Berwick on Tweed.”
“There’s a magic about driftwood, it’s
tactile and smooth, and there’s a sense of
it having had another life,” she says.
“Driftwood speaks to you and usually
tells you what you can make from it. I
try and invent stories and every piece is
original and you know it’s unique.”
It is evident that the sea is important to
the retired teacher who might hail from
land-locked Barnsley but was living at
the coast when she made her ﬁrst piece.
“It all started when I was teaching
in Grimsby and couldn’t afford to buy
presents for some French friends who
were returning home,” says evans.
“So I found things on the shore and
decorated them and they were pleased
with them.
“One of them has kept hers all these
years.
“From there I became interested in the
history of toys (she taught history rather
than art) and then in carving and wanted

to learn all about wood which is a fantastic material.”
After making her ﬁrst toys she took a
stall at Holmﬁrth Art Week and things
took off from there as word of mouth
spread. She has continued to exhibit there
for 33 years, but has also shown work at
galleries around the country, including
Falmouth Art Gallery, where automata
originated.
“My automata came later,” she explains, admitting: “I’m not very good at
mechanics and use cranks, cams and levers. I would love to make more sophisticated machinery but I keep it simple.
“I am exploring the more sculptural
side, giving it a more abstract feel. Patterns, colours and wood is what I like and
I play with those three things.”
So what equipment is in evans’s workshop? “I have a band saw, a plane and a
thicknesser, a small circular saw (“a Shefﬁeld record, the kind they don’t make
any more”), a belt sander, a carver’s chop
(a kind of vice). I ﬁnish it off with my
knife, often when I’m watching telly.”
Decorating is a vital part of the opera-

tion. “I use non-toxic acrylics because it
needs to be varnished and also coloured
wood stains and translucent inks,” she
continues.
“I ﬁnd coloured beads from charity
shops and brassy rods from plumber’s
merchants.”
Varnishing is important. “People are
sometimes wary of driftwood and see
woodworm in it so I put preservative on
it just in case.
“With the painting I’m fascinated by
things like Canadian totem poles and
east european chests and wooden boxes,
all kinds of folk art.
“I use all sorts of wood. The chicken
huts are made from disused pews from
Penistone church and when I was a teacher I claimed some wooden desks which
were being thrown out.
“I am always climbing in and out of
skips. I found a whole plank of mahogany
recently. It was still in its wrapping. It’s a
sin what they throw away.”
Christmas Crackers runs at the Craft
and Design Gallery in the Millennium
Gallery until January 8.

OPENING at Weston Park Museum on Saturday is China: Journey
to the East, chronicling one of the
world’s most ancient civilisations
through a collection of remarkable
objects from the British Museum.
lSee page 25

FeSTiVe cRAckeR
IT wouldn’t be
Christmas without Paul Carrack
(pictured) playing
a hometown gig
at the City Hall.
He is back on
Saturday and
can be expected
to play all the hits from his spells
with Ace, Squeeze and Mike and
the Mechanics and his solo career.
The soulful voice is the icing on
the Christmas cake, but the the
writing skills of the avid Wednesday fan (yes, the Owls are at
home on Saturday afternoon) are
often underestimated.
A party atmosphere is in store,
with some of the audience likely
to have come back for more after
the date in the Botanical Gardens
in the summer.
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